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This book looks at dolphins as wild mammals and discusses the need to preserve their
natural environment.
Packed with fun information, browsable features, and helpful reference on subjects
including countries, presidents, animals, and weather and climate, just for starters, this
title covers chapters including Amazing Animals, Going Green, Geography Rocks,
Super Science, Wonders of Nature, Awesome Adventure, Culture Connection, and
History Happens.
Introduces coral reefs, including how they are made, where they are in the world, and
why the world's coral reefs are in danger.
Provides the latest information on a wide range of topics including animals, culture,
geography, the environment, history, and science.
Provides the latest information on a wide range of topics, including animals, culture,
geography, the environment, history, and science.
Contains the latest data, maps of the world, and graphs as well as lively essays about
the world, geography-themed games, crosswords, and picture puzzles.
"Blast off to a universe of photos, facts, and fun!"--Front cover.
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An introduction to the hidden worlds of popular insects profiles their habits, habitats,
and diets while providing thematic spreads that share additional historical and
geographical fun facts.
Girls will love these fun-packed pages loaded with 1,000 stickers of cute animals such
as pandas, koalas, rabbits, kittens, puppies, and much more. Perfect for road trips,
plane rides, rainy afternoons, or just to keep in the backpack for sticker sharing with
friends, kids won't be able to get enough of these high-value, high fun-factor sticker
books! Filled with interactive games, spelling and patter activities, drawing games, and
more. Parents will love these fun books that keep kids entertained, engaged, and
learning. Forty pages of activities and colorful nature scenes pair with 16 pages of
1,000 incredible animal stickers to bring an exciting interactive experience with the most
adorable animals on the planet. Kids can use their stickers to add baby fish swimming
in the coral reef, to show ponies frolicking in the field, and to match baby ducks and
bunnies to their mommies. Teach spread merges vibrant artwork with real wild animal
photographs and an array of fun and informative activities
Uncover the secrets behind our planet's most magnificent marvels, epic extremes, and
astonishing animals in this fact-packed series sequel! Did you know that dogs can
shake off a pound of water in less than a second? That some sand dunes whistle and
sing? That the U.S. dollar bill is full of hidden symbols related to the number 13? Our
world is filled with strange, bizarre, and weird happenings. But what do they mean?
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WHY are they important? And what secrets are behind them? These secrets and
MORE are revealed through cool stories, action-packed photos, fantastic infographics,
and exciting Q&As with in-the-field experts. Discover the secrets of sharkskin, the
mysteries behind incredible island animals, the power behind lightning, how a rare
gemstone changes color, and more. Kids will be captivated by this fresh way of looking
at our amazing planet.
A reference guide includes records and achievements made by humans, animals, and
nature.
Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next book in the best-selling Little
Kids First Big Book series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers for them.
This charming reference book zeroes in on location, location, location. More than 200
colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring answers to questions like,
"Where does the sky end?" "Where is the highest mountain?" and, "Where was ice
cream invented?" Containing several kid-friendly maps designed to expand the learning
experience, this book inspires kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world
around them.

Provides answers to commonly asked questions such as "Why does my skin
wrinkle in the tub?" and "Why do we see a rainbow?"
History comes alive in this engaging and lavishly illustrated chronicle, which
spans world events and people from ancient times to the 21st century. The
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voices of the great and humble speak to us through songs, documents, edicts,
poetry, letters, menus, and even graffiti, revealing each era's conflicts, daily life,
arts, science, religion, and enduring influence. Interactive design focuses on the
tangible artifacts of history, and magnificent illustrations—including period art,
archival photographs, and expertly rendered scenes of long-ago events—bring
vivid immediacy and eye appeal to every colorful spread. With its unique
emphasis on voices from the past, its competitive price point, and its inviting,
innovative design, Eyewitness to History is poised to be THE pick for valueminded customers looking for an absorbing take on world history.
Family Guy meets Election in this hilarious young adult debut! Twelve-year-old
Oliver Watson’s got the IQ of a grilled cheese sandwich. Or so everyone in
Omaha thinks. In reality, Oliver’s a mad evil genius on his way to world
domination, and he’s used his great brain to make himself the third-richest
person on earth! Then Oliver’s father—and archnemesis—makes a crack about
the upcoming middle school election, and Oliver takes it as a personal challenge.
He’ll run, and he’ll win! Turns out, though, that overthrowing foreign dictators is
actually way easier than getting kids to like you. . . Can this evil genius win the
class presidency and keep his true identity a secret, all in time to impress his
dad?
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Covers everything from earth sciences to astronomy; from climate and habitats to
human arts and cultures; from ancient history to cutting-edge technology; and
descriptions, flags, and statistics of all the countries in the world.
The latest installment of the New York Times best-selling almanac features brandnew amazing animal stories, explorer profiles, and outrageous attractions that
kids know and love, plus more of the incredible inventions, awesome games, and
fresh challenges for curious kids who want to learn all about the world and
everything that's in it! Kids can have fun keeping up with our rapidly changing
planet with the world's best-selling almanac for kids, packed with incredible
photos, tons of fun facts, crafts, activities, and fascinating features about animals,
science, nature, technology, conservation, and more. There's a whole chapter full
of fun and games, including activities, jokes, and comics. Practical reference
material, including fast facts and maps of every country, has been fully updated.
Homework help on key topics is sprinkled throughout the book.
Fascinating stories, fun facts, and activities that provide hours of edu-tainment
make a winning formula for this biannual series created for kids ages 8 and up.
This brand-new edition includes chapters with features on . . . • Astronomy:
Earth’s volcanoes and other planetary wonders • Calendar: origin of the birthday
cake, why we save daylight time, and more “special” days • Health: fun facts
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about your brain; uncommon advice for the common cold; why we have burps,
gas, and other unmentionables • Weather: wildfire weather, facts about fog •
Food: the history of the hot dog, the making of maple syrup, the first frozen
dinner, lunchbox recipes • Accomplished Kids: kids who made amazing
discoveries, kids who help to make the world a better place • Nature: a bug
guide, little-known facts about nuts, poison dart frogs • In the Garden: secrets of
composting, growing a bean teepee and other edibles, plus fun crafts • Sports: a
wooden car derby, plus adventurers Sam Patch (falls jumper), Jay Cochrane
(wire walker), and Charles F. Lummis (cross-country hiker) • Amusement: tips for
setting a record, advice for whistlers, and more • Plus too much more to mention!
Explores the causes of everyday weather phenomena, including how clouds form, why
tornadoes twist, and how the sun helps life grow.
It's the 10th anniversary of the world's best-selling almanac for kids! This year the
Almanac features all-new content, interviews with explorers in each chapter, a special
look at what was going on in the world when the first National Geographic Kids
Almanac came out 10 years ago, plus the results of the 2019 Almanac Challenge and a
new Challenge for kids who want to get involved with helping our planet. Kids can have
fun keeping up with our quickly changing world with the New York Times best-selling
almanac, packed with incredible photos, tons of fun facts, crafts, activities, and
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fascinating features about animals, science, nature, technology, conservation, and
more. There's a whole chapter full of fun and games, including activities, jokes, and
comics. Practical reference material, including fast facts and maps of every country,
has been fully updated. Homework help on key topics is sprinkled throughout the book.
Introduces a plant's life cycle, explaining how seeds grow into flowers and trees.
Get thousands of facts at your fingertips with this essential resource. The World
Almanac® and Book of Facts is America’s best-selling reference book of all time, with
more than 82 million copies sold. For more than 150 years, this compendium of
information has been the authoritative source for all your entertainment, reference, and
learning needs. The 2020 edition of The World Almanac reviews the biggest events of
2019 and will be your go-to source for questions on any topic in the upcoming year.
Praised as a “treasure trove of political, economic, scientific and educational statistics
and information” by The Wall Street Journal, The World Almanac and Book of Facts will
answer all of your trivia needs effortlessly—from history and sports to geography, pop
culture, and much more. Features include: Decade in Review: As the ‘teens’ decade
closes, take a look at the highlights, low points, and everything-in-between of the past
10 years. From the introduction of Obamacare and iPads in 2010 to “Old Town Road”
and the immigration policy debate in 2019, The World Almanac provides a recap of
events and puts into perspective just how much has—and hasn’t—changed in the last 10
years. 2020 Election Preview: The World Almanac provides a comprehensive look at
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the entire 2020 election process, including a calendar of state primaries and caucuses.
Also includes 2019 election results for governors’ seats and special congressional
elections. World Almanac Editors’ Picks: Never Say Die: With Tiger Woods achieving
the seemingly impossible in 2019 with his 15th major title—his first Masters win in 14
years—the editors list their favorite major comeback moments from athletes across the
sports universe. The World at a Glance: This annual feature of The World Almanac
provides a quick look at the surprising stats and curious facts that define the changing
world. Statistical Spotlight: A popular annual graphic feature highlights statistics
relevant to the biggest news of the year. These data visualizations provide important
context and new perspectives to give readers a fresh angle on key issues. The Year in
Review: The World Almanac takes a look back at 2019 while providing all the
information you'll need in 2020. 2019—Top 10 News Topics: The editors of The World
Almanac list the top stories that held the world's attention in 2019. 2019—Year in Sports:
Hundreds of pages of trivia and statistics that are essential for any sports fan, featuring
coverage of the women’s World Cup soccer tournament; a preview of the upcoming
2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo, Japan; the World Series, improved MLB player stats,
and much more. 2019—Year in Pictures: Striking full-color images from around the world
in 2019, covering news, entertainment, science, and sports. 2019—Offbeat News
Stories: The World Almanac editors select some of the most unusual news stories of
the year. World Almanac Editors' Picks: Time Capsule: The World Almanac lists the
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items that most came to symbolize the year 2019, from news and sports to pop culture.
New Sections: Reorganized chapters on “Food and Agriculture,” “Educational
Statistics,” and “Colleges and Universities” make it easier to find information about
subjects like nutrition, student loans, a directory of colleges, and much more. Other
New Highlights: New statistics on income tax reform, top-grossing movies, biggest
YouTube channels, religious populations in the U.S. and worldwide, and much more.
Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture, outer space,
geography, and weather.
Presents an in-depth resource on United States history with images, maps, and essays
containing historic facts and concise analysis.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on
how to use World Book, other research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better
writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"-The essential annual for the 21st century, this high-energy almanac is packed with facts,
photos, infographics, time lines, and maps--the perfect stocking stuffer and book to browse all
year long. A guide to the world like no other, this vivid and comprehensive book offers the best
of National Geographic and more: science, nature, history, world cultures, geography, and the
environment, illustrated with amazing photography, fascinating infographics, and maps created
by expert cartographers. Highlights this year include the James Webb telescope, launching in
2021; a brand-new wildflower guide; a guided tour of the moons of our solar system; a
beautiful infographic on jellyfish; and a feature on lithium, central to the work of recent Nobel
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prize-winning chemistry. Divided into lively chapters including Exploration & Adventure, Life on
Earth, and The Science of Us, this year's almanac features top photos from National
Geographic's celebrated Instagram account and geniuses past and present including Jane
Goodall, Amelia Earhart, and acclaimed conservationist Kris Tompkins, dedicated to
preserving much of Patagonia. With new discoveries on every page, this cutting-edge
book--called a "category buster" by Booklist--brings you, as Publishers Weekly puts it, "all the
things that National Geographic does best."
A collection of fun and surprising facts about our world.
From classical to country, blues to rock, hip-hop to pop, crank up the volume and get ready to
rock out with a comprehensive record of music through the ages. The high notes and biggest
moments in music history are covered in this fun compendium. You'll learn about the world's
most famous musicians through the eras, from Bach to the Beatles to Beyonce -- and beyond.
Many major music genres are playfully explained, from tribal, classical, jazz, folk, rock ... all the
way to today's modern forms, such as k-pop, hip-hop, and rap. Instruments and sounds are
explored, along with places and events in history that inspired the evolution of music. Kids will
also get a sense of music theory, instrumentation, and the artistry of distinctive musical styles.
Song recommendations help readers open their ears to what they've learned. Add to that
amazing images, a rockin' glossary of musical terms, and a timeline that plots each genre on
its path from ancient history to today, and this book is bound to top the charts!
"Get ready to be grossed out--in a good way! This latest addition to the crazy popular Weird
but True series is slimy and sticky and jam-packed with more icky, zany fun! Step up to the
plate and try not to lose your lunch, with 300 all-new, amazing facts plus photos that kids just
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can't get enough of"--]cProvided by publisher.
Get thousands of facts right at your fingertips with this essential resource The World Almanac®
and Book of Facts is America's top-selling reference book of all time, with more than 82 million
copies sold. Since 1868, this compendium of information has been the authoritative source for
all your entertainment, reference, and learning needs. The 2016 edition of The World
Almanac® reviews the events of 2015 and will be your go-to source for any questions on any
topic in the upcoming year. Praised as a "treasure trove of political, economic, scientific and
educational statistics and information" by The Wall Street Journal, The World Almanac® and
Book of Facts will answer all of your trivia needs—from history and sports to geography, pop
culture, and much more. Features include: • The Year in Review: The World Almanac® takes
a look back at 2015 while providing all the information you'll need in 2016. • 2015—Top 10
News Topics: The editors of The World Almanac® list the top stories that held their attention in
2015. • 2015—Year in Sports: Hundreds of pages of trivia and statistics that are essential for
any sports fan, featuring complete coverage of the first College Football Playoff, the Women's
World Cup, 2015 World Series, and much more. • 2015—Year in Pictures: Striking full-color
images from around the world in 2015, covering news, entertainment, science, and sports. •
2015—Offbeat News Stories: The World Almanac® editors found some of the strangest news
stories of the year. • World Almanac® Editors' Picks: Time Capsule: The World Almanac® lists
the items that most came to symbolize the year 2015, from news and sports to pop culture. •
U.S. Immigration: A Statistical Feature: The World Almanac® covers the historical background,
statistics, and legal issues surrounding immigration, giving factual context to one of the hotbutton topics of the upcoming election cycle. • World Almanac® Editors' Picks: Most
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Memorable Super Bowls: On the eve of Super Bowl 50, the editors of The World Almanac®
choose the most memorable "big games." • New Employment Statistics: Five years after the
peak of the great recession, The World Almanac® takes a look at current and historic data on
employment and unemployment, industries generating job growth, and the training and
educational paths that lead to careers. • 2016 Election Guide: With a historic number of
contenders for the presidential nominations, The World Almanac® provides information that
every primary- and general-election voter will need to make an informed decision in 2016,
including information on state primaries, campaign fundraising, and the issues voters care
about most in 2016. • The World at a Glance: This annual feature of The World Almanac®
provides a quick look at the surprising stats and curious facts that define the changing world. •
and much more.
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